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An Act to provide for the imposition and collection of a tax in respect of certain debits made to accounts kept with financial institutions; to repeal the Debits Tax Act 1990; and to make a related amendment to the Taxation (Reciprocal Powers) Act 1989.

[Assented to 12 May 1994]

The Parliament of South Australia enacts as follows:

PART 1
PRELIMINARY

Short title
1. This Act may be cited as the Debits Tax Act 1994.

Commencement
2. This Act will come into operation on 1 July 1994.

Definitions
3. (1) In this Act—

"account" means—

(a) an account kept with a bank, being an account to which payments by the bank in respect of cheques drawn on the bank by the account holder, or by any one or more of the account holders, may be debited; or

(b) an account kept with a non-bank financial institution, being an account to which payments by the institution in respect of payment orders drawn on the institution by the account holder, or by one or more of the account holders, may be debited;

"account holder" means the person in whose name, or either or any of the persons in whose names, the account is kept;
"account transaction", in relation to an account, means—

(a) the payment of a cheque; or

(b) the payment of a payment order; or

(c) the doing of any other act or thing,

that will result in the making of a debit to that account;

"assessment" means—

(a) the ascertainment of tax payable under this Act in respect of a taxable debit or taxable debits, or an eligible debit or eligible debits, as the case may be; or

(b) the ascertainment of additional tax payable under section 20;

"bank" means a person carrying on banking business that includes the keeping of accounts that may be drawn on by cheque, but does not include a non-bank financial institution;

"certificate of exemption" means a certificate under section 13;

"cheque", in relation to an account, means an order in writing, drawn on a bank by or on behalf of the account holder, or any one or more of the account holders, requiring the bank to pay on demand a sum certain in money to, or to the order of, a specified person or persons, or to bearer;

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of Stamps or the Deputy Commissioner of Stamps and includes any other person while he or she is performing any of the duties or functions of the Commissioner of Stamps or the Deputy Commissioner of Stamps;

"company" means a body corporate, a partnership or any other unincorporated association or body of persons;

"eligible debit" means a debit (other than an excluded debit or an exempt debit) made to an account;

"excepted goods", in relation to a Department, authority, corporation or body, means goods, or goods included in a class of goods, that are declared by the regulations to be excepted goods;

"excepted services", in relation to a Department, authority, corporation or body, means services, or services included in a class of services, that are declared by the regulations to be excepted services;
"excluded debit" means a debit—

(a) made to an account kept with a financial institution in the name of—

(i) the Governor-General or the Governor of a State; or

(ii) a government of a country other than Australia; or

(iii) a person who, but for section 10(3), would be entitled to exemption from the tax by virtue of any other law of the State of South Australia, being a debit made in relation to a transaction or transactions carried out by or on behalf of the person for purposes related wholly and exclusively to the person's private or domestic affairs, other than purposes related to activities that constitute the carrying on of a business by that person in Australia; or

(iv) an organisation other than—

(A) a Department of the Government of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory; or

(B) an authority of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory; or

(C) a council within the meaning of the Local Government Act 1934,

that, but for section 10(3), would be entitled to exemption from the tax by virtue of any other law of the State of South Australia, being a debit made in relation to a transaction or transactions carried out by or on behalf of the organisation wholly or exclusively in engaging in its official activities; or

(v) any of the following:

(A) a public benevolent or a religious institution;

(B) a public hospital or a hospital that is carried on by an association or other body of persons otherwise than for purposes of profit or gain to the individual members of that association or other body;

(C) a university, a government college or government school, or a college or school that is carried on by an association or other body of persons otherwise than for purposes of profit or gain to the individual members of that association or other body,
being a debit made in relation to a transaction or transactions carried out by or on behalf of the institution, hospital, university, college or school, as the case may be, wholly and exclusively in furtherance of its objects; or

(vi) a society, institution or organisation that has been established, and is carried on, wholly and exclusively for the purpose of raising money for, or otherwise promoting the interests of, a specified institution, hospital, university, college or school referred to in subparagraph (v), being a debit made in relation to a transaction or transactions carried out by or on behalf of that society, institution or organisation wholly and exclusively in furtherance of its objects; or

(vii) any of the following:

(A) a Department of the Government of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory;

(B) an authority of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory;

(C) a council within the meaning of the Local Government Act 1934,

other than such a Department, authority, corporation or body the sole or principal function of which is to carry on an activity in the nature of a business (whether or not for profit), not being a debit made in relation to a transaction or transactions entered into by or on behalf of the Department, authority, corporation or body in connection with the carrying on of an activity (other than an activity that forms a minor or insignificant part of the functions of the Department, authority, corporation or body) in the nature of a business (whether or not for profit); or

(viii) an authority of the Commonwealth, or of a State or Territory, that is prescribed for the purposes of this subparagraph; or

(ix) an organisation that is established by an agreement to which Australia is a party and which obliges Australia to grant that organisation an exemption from the tax, being a debit made in relation to a transaction or transactions carried out by or on behalf of the organisation wholly and exclusively in engaging in its official activities; or

(x) a person who holds an office in an organisation established by an agreement to which Australia is a party and which obliges Australia to grant the holder of that office an exemption from the tax, being a debit made in relation to a transaction or transactions carried out by or on behalf of the person for purposes related wholly and exclusively to his private or domestic affairs, other than purposes related to activities that constitute the carrying on of a business by that person in Australia; or
made to an account kept with a financial institution (in this paragraph called the "account keeping institution") in the name of another financial institution (in this paragraph called the "account holding institution") where—

(i) 

(A) the business carried on by the account holding institution in South Australia consists wholly or principally of banking business;

(B) all debits made, or to be made, to the account are in connection with banking business carried on by the account holding institution in South Australia; and

(ii) the debit is not in connection with a cheque or payment order drawn on the account keeping institution by the account holding institution where the cheque or payment order was, at a time when it was incomplete, delivered by the account holding institution to a customer under an agreement under which the customer was authorised to fill up the cheque or payment order; or

(c) the tax in respect of which cannot be recovered from the account holder or account holders by the financial institution with which the account is kept; or

(d) that is made to an account kept with a financial institution that is an "offshore banking unit" (within the meaning of Division 11A of Part III of the Income Assessment Act 1936 of the Commonwealth), being a debit made in relation to an "offshore banking activity" (within the meaning of section 121B of that Act); or

(e) that is included in a kind or class of debits that is prescribed for the purposes of this paragraph;

"exempt account" means an account kept in South Australia in respect of which a certificate of exemption is in force;

"exempt debit", in relation to an account, means a debit—

(a) that is made solely for the purpose of reversing a credit previously made to the account; or

(b) that is made for the purpose of deducting an amount under section 221 YHZC (1A) of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 of the Commonwealth; or

(c) that is made for the purpose of recovering from the account holder an amount equal to an amount of tax that the financial institution has paid or is liable to pay; or
(d) that is made for the purpose of recovering from the account holder an amount in respect of an amount of duty paid or payable under the Financial Institutions Duty Act 1983; or

(e) that is included in a kind or class of debits that is prescribed for the purposes of this paragraph;

"financial institution" means—

(a) a bank; or

(b) a non-bank financial institution;

"goods" includes water, gas and electricity;

"incomplete", in relation to a cheque or payment order, means wanting in a material particular necessary for the cheque or payment order to be, on its face, a complete cheque or payment order;

"month" means one of the 12 months of the year;

"non-bank financial institution" means a non-bank financial institution within the meaning of the Cheques and Payment Orders Act 1986 of the Commonwealth that carries on a business that includes the keeping of accounts that may be drawn on by payment order;

"officer" means an officer of the Public Service;

"payment order" has the same meaning as in the Cheques and Payment Orders Act 1986 of the Commonwealth;

"person" includes—

(a) a body politic; and

(b) a body corporate; and

(c) a partnership; and

(d) any other unincorporated association or body of persons;

"tax" means tax imposed by this Act;

"taxable account" means an account (other than an exempt account) kept in South Australia;

"taxable debit" means a debit (other than an exempt debit) made to an account.
(2) For the purposes of this Act, a person is to be taken to have been a resident of South Australia at a particular time if—

(a) in the case of a person other than a company—

(i) that person resided in South Australia at that time; or

(ii) except in the case where the Commissioner is satisfied that that person's permanent place of residence at that time was outside South Australia—that person was domiciled in South Australia at that time;

(b) in the case of a company being a body corporate—

(i) the company was incorporated in South Australia at that time; or

(ii) if the company was incorporated outside South Australia at that time, at that time the company carried on business in South Australia and either—

(A) had its central management and control in South Australia; or

(B) had its voting power controlled by shareholders who were residents of South Australia; or

(c) in the case of a company being a partnership or other unincorporated association or body of persons — any member of the partnership or other association or body was a resident of South Australia at that time.

(3) Where a debit made to an account is subsequently reversed, the debit is, for the purposes of this Act, to be taken to be, and to have always been, an exempt debit.

(4) For the purposes of this Act, if a Department, authority, corporation or body referred to in paragraph (a)(vii) of the definition of "excluded debit" in subsection (1) supplies goods (other than excepted goods) or provides services (other than excepted services) to the public for payment, the supply of those goods or the provision of those services by the Department, authority, corporation or body is to be taken to constitute the carrying on of an activity in the nature of a business by the Department, authority, corporation or body.

(5) For the purposes of this Act, tax or additional tax under section 20 is due and payable at the expiration of the day by which the tax or additional tax is required by this Act to be paid.

(6) Where—

(a) this Act provides that an account holder or person is guilty of an offence; and

(b) the account holder or person is a partnership or an unincorporated association or other body of persons,

that reference to the account holder or person is—
(c) in the case of a partnership—to be read as a reference to each member of the partnership; and

(d) in the case of another unincorporated association or other body of persons—to be read as a reference to each member of the committee of management of the association or body.

(7) Where this Act imposes a liability on a person, being a partnership or other unincorporated association or body of persons, to pay any tax (including additional tax under section 20 or 34) or other amount, that liability is to be taken to be imposed jointly and severally on the persons who are the members of the partnership or other association or body at the time when the liability arises.

(8) A reference in this Act to a liability of a person to the State of South Australia is a reference to a liability of a person to the State of South Australia arising under, or by virtue of, an Act of which the Commissioner has the general administration.

(9) A reference in this Act to an account kept with a non-bank financial institution includes a reference to an account kept by way of withdrawable share capital in, or money deposited with, the institution.

(10) In this Act—

(a) a reference to a function includes a reference to a power, authority and duty; and

(b) a reference to the exercise of a function includes, where the function is a duty, a reference to the performance of the duty.

Deemed separate debits
4. For the purposes of this Act, a debit that, but for this section, would be a single debit made to an account in respect of two or more account transactions is to be treated as being separate debits in relation to each of those account transactions.

Debits to be expressed in Australian currency
5. Where a debit is made in a currency other than Australian currency, a reference in this Act to the amount of the debit is a reference to the amount of the debit expressed in terms of Australian currency.

General administration of this Act
6. The Commissioner has the general administration of this Act.

Delegation of functions
7. (1) The Commissioner may delegate to a person engaged in the administration of this Act any of the Commissioner's functions, other than this power of delegation.

(2) A delegate may sub-delegate to any other person engaged in the administration of this Act any function delegated by the Commissioner if the delegate is authorised in writing to do so by the Commissioner.
(3) A delegation under this section—

(a) is revocable at will; and

(b) does not derogate from the Commissioner's powers to act personally.
PART 2
IMPOSITION AND AMOUNT OF TAX

Imposition of tax

8. (1) Tax is imposed in respect of—

(a) each taxable debit of not less than $1 made to a taxable account; and

(b) each eligible debit of not less than $1 made to an exempt account; and

(c) each eligible debit of not less than $1 made to an account kept outside South Australia if—

(i) at the time when the debit is made, the person in whose name, or either or any of the persons in whose names, the account is kept is a resident of South Australia; and

(ii) it would be concluded that the account was used in connection with the transaction that resulted in the debit for the purpose, or for purposes that included the purpose, of enabling—

(A) the person in whose name, or either or any of the persons in whose names, the account is kept; or

(B) any other person,

(2) A reference in this section to a debit made to an account kept outside South Australia includes a reference to a debit made to an account (in this subsection called a "non-bank account") kept outside South Australia with a building society, credit union or similar body (including an account kept by way of withdrawable share capital in, or money deposited with, the body) where—

(a) another account is kept with a bank in the name of the body; and

(b) the non-bank account has characteristics such that a cheque may be drawn on the bank by the body and, at a time when it is incomplete, be delivered by the body to a customer under an agreement under which—

(i) the customer is authorised to fill up the cheque; and

(ii) the body is authorised, for the purpose of making a payment to the bank to enable the bank to honour the cheque, to debit the non-bank account.

(3) The conclusion referred to in subsection (1)(c)(ii) may not be drawn if, under a law of the place where the account is kept, the person concerned would be liable, in relation to the use of the account, to pay tax of a similar kind to the tax imposed by this section.
Amount of tax

9. The amount of tax in respect of a taxable debit or eligible debit is the amount set out in Column 2 of Schedule 1 opposite to the reference in Column 1 of Schedule 1 to the range of amounts within which the amount of that debit is included.
PART 3
LIABILITY TO TAX

Liability to tax

10. (1) A financial institution with which a taxable account is kept and the account holder (or, if there are two or more account holders, those account holders) are jointly and severally liable to pay the tax imposed by this Act on a taxable debit made to the account.

(2) The account holder of an account other than a taxable account is liable (or, if there are two or more account holders, those account holders are jointly and severally liable) to pay the tax imposed by this Act on an eligible debit made to the account.

(3) A law, or a provision of a law, that purports to exempt a person from liability to pay a tax which could be taken to include tax imposed by this Act is not to be construed as exempting that person from liability to pay tax imposed by this Act unless that law or provision expressly exempts a person from liability to pay tax imposed by this Act.

When tax payable

11. (1) Subject to this Act—

(a) where tax in respect of a taxable debit made during a month (whether or not that tax is the subject of an assessment) is payable under section 10(1), that tax must be paid not later than 14 days after the end of that month; and

(b) tax to which an assessment made under section 19(2) relates must be paid not later than the day specified in a notice of that assessment as the day on which the tax is due for payment, being a day not less than 14 days after—

(i) in a case in which notice of that assessment was required to be served on one person—the day on which the notice was served on the person; or

(ii) in a case in which notice of that assessment was required to be served on two or more persons and notice of that assessment was served on those persons on the same day—the day on which the notice was served on the persons; or

(iii) in a case in which notice of that assessment was required to be served on two or more persons and notice of that assessment was served on those persons on different days—the earliest of those days.

(2) Additional tax under section 20 is due and payable on the date specified in the notice of assessment of the additional tax as the date on which the additional tax is due and payable.

Recovery of tax by financial institutions

12. (1) Where a financial institution pays tax in respect of a taxable debit made to a taxable account kept with the financial institution, the account holder is liable (or, if there are two or more account holders, those account holders are jointly and severally liable) to pay to the financial institution an amount equal to that tax and the financial institution may recover that amount from that account holder (or from either or any of those account holders) as a debt due to the financial institution by action in a court of competent jurisdiction.
(2) An account holder is not (or account holders are not) liable to pay to a financial institution under subsection (1) an amount in respect of an amount of tax—

(a) that has been refunded to the financial institution in accordance with a provision of this Act; or

(b) in respect of which an amount has been paid to the financial institution under section 17.

(3) A financial institution may debit an account with an amount that the account holder is (or the account holders are) liable to pay to the financial institution under subsection (1).

(4) Where a financial institution would, but for this section, have power to enter into an agreement or arrangement with the account holder or account holders of a taxable account kept with the financial institution under which the financial institution would be entitled to recover from the account holder or account holders, whether by debiting the account or otherwise, amounts equal to amounts of tax that the financial institution is or becomes liable to pay in respect of taxable debits that have been or are made to that account, nothing in this section prevents the financial institution from entering into such an agreement or arrangement.

Certificates of exemption from tax

13. (1) Where an account holder in respect of an account kept in South Australia applies to the Commissioner in accordance with this section for the issue of a certificate of exemption in relation to the account—

(a) if the Commissioner is satisfied that all debits made, or to be made, to the account are, or are likely to be, either excluded debits or exempt debits — the Commissioner must issue a certificate of exemption in relation to the account; or

(b) if the Commissioner is not so satisfied — the Commissioner must refuse the application and must cause notice in writing of the decision in relation to the application to be served, by post or otherwise, on the person who made the application.

(2) A certificate of exemption remains in force until the expiration of the day specified in the certificate as the day of expiry of the certificate or, if no day is specified as the day of expiry of the certificate, until the certificate ceases to be in force by virtue of subsection (6).

(3) Where the Commissioner—

(a) is notified by the account holder, or either or any of the account holders, of an exempt account that an eligible debit has been, or is to be, made to the account; or

(b) becomes satisfied that an eligible debit has been, or is to be, made to an exempt account,

the Commissioner has a discretionary power to revoke the certificate by notice in writing.
(4) Subject to subsection (5), where—

(a) an eligible debit has been made to an exempt account; or

(b) the account holder (or one or more of the account holders) of an exempt account expects (or expect) that an eligible debit will be made to the exempt account within the ensuing period of 30 days,

the account holder (or each of the account holders) of the exempt account must, within seven days, notify the Commissioner in writing accordingly.

(5) Where—

(a) there are two or more account holders of an exempt account; and

(b) one of those account holders notifies the Commissioner in accordance with subsection (4) of an eligible debit to, or expected to be made to, the exempt account,

the other account holder (or account holders) are not required to notify the Commissioner under that subsection of the eligible debit.

(6) Where the Commissioner has revoked a certificate of exemption in relation to an account, the Commissioner must serve, by post or otherwise, notice of that revocation—

(a) on the account holder (or, if there are two or more account holders, on each of them); and

(b) on the financial institution with which the account is kept,

and, notwithstanding that any day of expiry shown on the certificate has not occurred, the certificate ceases to be in force in relation to the account when the notice is served on the financial institution.

(7) An application made for the issue of a certificate of exemption must be in writing and the person making the application must furnish such information as the Commissioner requires in connection with the consideration of that application.

Offences relating to certificates of exemption

14. (1) A person must not—

(a) forge a certificate or utter a certificate knowing it to be forged; or

(b) without lawful authority, alter or sign a certificate; or

(c) deliver a document (not being a certificate) that purports to be a certificate; or

(d) knowingly represent that a certificate is in respect of an account other than the account in respect of which the certificate was issued.

Penalty: $10 000 or imprisonment for 2 years, or both.
(2) In subsection (1)—

"certificate" means a certificate of exemption.
Returns in respect of taxable debits

15. (1) If, in any month, a taxable debit is made to a taxable account kept with a financial institution, the financial institution must, not later than 14 days after the end of that month or such later date as the Commissioner allows, furnish to the Commissioner a return, or, where subsection (2) applies, returns, relating to all taxable debits made during that month to taxable accounts kept with the financial institution.

(2) A financial institution may, with the consent of the Commissioner, furnish separate returns under subsection (1) in relation to taxable debits made to taxable accounts kept with a particular branch or branches of the financial institution.

(3) Where the Commissioner has reason to believe that an account holder is liable to pay tax by virtue of section 10(2) in respect of an eligible debit or eligible debits made to an account, the Commissioner may, by notice in writing, require that account holder to furnish to the Commissioner, within a time specified in the notice, not being a time earlier than 21 days after the day on which the notice is given, a return relating to all eligible debits in respect of which that account holder is liable to pay tax by virtue of section 10(2) during the period specified in the notice.

(4) A return under this section must be in a form approved by the Commissioner and must contain such particulars as are required by the form.

Refund of amounts incorrectly paid

16. (1) Subject to this section, where, on application made by a person in accordance with this section, the Commissioner is satisfied that an amount paid as tax by a financial institution under this Act (other than an amount paid pursuant to an assessment) was not payable, the Commissioner must—

(a) refund the amount to the person; or

(b) apply the amount against any liability of the person to the State of South Australia and refund any part of the amount not so applied.

(2) An application under this section for a refund of an amount paid by a financial institution may be made—

(a) if the amount has been recovered by the financial institution from an account holder—by that account holder; or

(b) if the amount has not been so recovered—by the financial institution.

(3) Application under this section for a refund of an amount must be in writing in a form approved by the Commissioner and must be made—

(a) in a case to which subsection (2)(a) applies—not later than three years after the day on which the amount was recovered; or
(b) in a case to which subsection (2)(b) applies—not later than three years after the day on which the amount was paid.

(4) A person making application for a refund under this section must furnish such information as the Commissioner requires in connection with the consideration of that application.

(5) Where an application for a refund of an amount has been duly made by a person under this section—

(a) if the Commissioner is satisfied that the amount was not payable, the Commissioner must—

(i) refund the amount to the person; or

(ii) apply the amount against any liability of the person to the State of South Australia and refund any part of the amount not so applied; or

(b) if the Commissioner is satisfied that part only of the amount was not payable, the Commissioner must—

(i) refund that part of the amount to the person; or

(ii) apply that part of the amount against any liability of the person to the State of South Australia and refund any part of that part of the amount not so applied; or

(c) if the Commissioner is not satisfied as mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b)—the Commissioner must refuse the application.

(6) Where, in relation to an application under this section, the Commissioner makes a decision for the purposes of subsection (5)(b) or (c), the Commissioner must cause notice in writing of the decision in relation to the application to be served, by post or otherwise, on the person by whom the application was made.

Refunds for tax paid on excluded debits

17. (1) Subject to this section, where, on application made by a person in accordance with this section, the Commissioner is satisfied that tax has been paid by a financial institution under this Act in respect of an excluded debit made to a taxable account, the Commissioner must—

(a) pay an amount equal to the amount of that tax to the person; or

(b) apply an amount equal to the amount of that tax against any liability of the person to the State of South Australia and refund any part of that amount not so applied.

(2) An application may be made under this section—

(a) if the tax has been recovered by the financial institution that paid the tax from an account holder—by that account holder; or
(b) if the tax has not been so recovered—by the financial institution that paid the tax.

(3) Application under this section for a payment in relation to an amount of tax paid must be in writing in a form approved by the Commissioner and must be made—

(a) in a case to which subsection (2)(a) applies—not later than three years after the day on which that tax was recovered; or

(b) in a case to which subsection (2)(b) applies—not later than three years after the day on which the tax was paid.

(4) A person making application for a payment under this section must furnish such information as the Commissioner requires in connection with the consideration of that application.

(5) Where—

(a) an application has been made under this section for payment of an amount in respect of tax paid by a financial institution; and

(b) the Commissioner is not satisfied that the tax was paid in respect of an excluded debit made to a taxable account,

the Commissioner must cause notice in writing of the decision in relation to the application to be served, by post or otherwise, on the person by whom the application was made.

Special assessments

18. (1) A financial institution may, in relation to a return lodged by it under section 15, request the Commissioner, in accordance with this section, to make an assessment of the amount of tax that, in the opinion of the Commissioner, is payable in respect of taxable debits to which that return relates.

(2) A request under subsection (1) must be made in writing within 30 days after the day on which the return was furnished to the Commissioner.

(3) Where a financial institution has made a request in accordance with subsection (1) in relation to a return, the Commissioner must make an assessment of the amount of tax that, in the opinion of the Commissioner, is payable in respect of taxable debits to which the return relates.

(4) As soon as practicable after an assessment is made in pursuance of this section, the Commissioner must cause notice in writing of the assessment and of the amount of tax payable on taxable debits to which the assessment relates to be served, by post or otherwise, on the financial institution that made the request for the assessment.

Default assessments

19. (1) Where the Commissioner is of the opinion that two or more persons are jointly and severally liable to pay tax on a taxable debit or taxable debits made to a taxable account (whether or not any return has been furnished), the Commissioner may make an assessment of the amount of the tax.
(2) Where the Commissioner is of the opinion that a person is liable, or two or more persons are jointly and severally liable, to pay tax on an eligible debit or eligible debits made to an account other than a taxable account (whether or not any return has been furnished), the Commissioner may make an assessment of the amount of the tax.

(3) As soon as practicable after an assessment is made in pursuance of this section, the Commissioner must cause notice in writing of the assessment and of the amount of tax payable in accordance with the assessment to be served, by post or otherwise, on—

(a) in a case to which subsection (1) applies—the financial institution with which the account is kept; or

(b) in a case to which subsection (2) applies—the person liable, or the persons jointly and severally liable, to pay the tax.

Penalty for failure to furnish return, etc.

20. (1) Where a person refuses or fails, when and as required under or pursuant to this Act or the regulations to do so—

(a) to furnish a return, or any information, relating to a taxable debit or taxable debits made to a taxable account or an eligible debit or eligible debits made to an account other than a taxable account; or

(b) to notify the Commissioner of an eligible debit made to an exempt account,

the person is liable to pay, by way of penalty, additional tax equal to double the amount of tax payable by the person in respect of the taxable debit or taxable debits or the eligible debit or eligible debits, as the case may be.

(2) Where—

(a) a person—

(i) makes a statement to a taxation officer, or to a person other than a taxation officer for a purpose in connection with the operation of this Act or the regulations, that is false or misleading in a material particular; or

(ii) omits from a statement made to a taxation officer, or to a person other than a taxation officer for a purpose in connection with the operation of this Act or the regulations, any matter or thing without which the statement is misleading in a material particular; and

(b) the tax properly payable by the person exceeds the tax that would have been payable by the person if it were assessed or determined on the basis that the statement were not false or misleading, as the case may be,

the person is liable to pay, by way of penalty, additional tax equal to double the amount of the excess.
(3) Where, but for this subsection, an amount of additional tax, being an amount less than $20, is payable by a person under this section in respect of an act or omission, then, by force of this subsection, the amount of the additional tax is $20.

(4) The Commissioner must make an assessment of the additional tax payable by a person under this section and must, as soon as practicable after the assessment is made, cause notice in writing of the assessment to be served, by post or otherwise, on the person.

(5) Nothing in this Act is to be taken to preclude notice of an assessment made in respect of a person under subsection (4) from being incorporated in notice of any other assessment made in respect of the person under this Act.

(6) The Commissioner has a discretionary power to remit the whole or any part of the additional tax payable by a person under this section and may do so before or after an assessment is made under subsection (4) of the additional tax.

(7) A reference in subsection (2) to a statement made to a taxation officer is a reference to a statement made to a taxation officer orally, in writing, in a data processing device or in any other form and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, includes a statement—

(a) made in an application, certificate, declaration, notification, objection, return or other document made, given or furnished, or purporting to be made, given or furnished, under or pursuant to this Act or the regulations; or

(b) made in answer to a question asked of a person under or pursuant to this Act or the regulations; or

(c) made in any information furnished, or purporting to be furnished, under or pursuant to this Act or the regulations; or

(d) made in a document furnished to a taxation officer otherwise than under or pursuant to this Act or the regulations,

but does not include a statement made in a document produced pursuant to section 47(1)(b)(ii).

(8) A reference in subsection (2) to a statement made to a person other than a taxation officer for a purpose in connection with the operation of this Act or the regulations is a reference to such a statement made orally, in writing, in a data processing device or in any other form and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, includes such a statement—

(a) made in an application, certificate, declaration, notification or other document made, given or furnished to the person; or

(b) made in answer to a question asked by the person; or

(c) made in any information furnished to the person.
(9) In this section—

"data processing device" means any article or material from which information is capable of being reproduced with or without the aid of any other article or device;

"taxation officer" means a person exercising functions under, pursuant to or in relation to this Act or the regulations.

Amendment of assessments

21. (1) Subject to this section, the Commissioner may, at any time within a period of three years after an assessment is made by the Commissioner, amend the assessment by making such alterations or additions to it as the Commissioner thinks necessary to correct an error in calculation or a mistake of fact or to prevent avoidance of tax.

(2) Subsection (1) does not prevent the amendment of an assessment after the expiration of the period referred to in that subsection—

(a) pending an objection or appeal under Part 5; or

(b) in order to give effect to the decision on an objection or appeal under that Part; or

(c) by way of reduction in pursuance of an objection made under that Part; or

(d) where the person in respect of whom the assessment is made has not made to the Commissioner a full and true disclosure of all the material facts necessary for the assessment to be made and there has been an avoidance of tax.

(3) Where, by reason of an amendment of an assessment, a person's liability to tax is reduced—

(a) the amount by which the tax is so reduced is to be taken, for the purposes of section 34, never to have been payable; and

(b) subject to subsection (4), the Commissioner must—

(i) refund the amount of any tax overpaid; or

(ii) apply the amount of any tax overpaid against any liability of the person to the State of South Australia and refund any part of the amount that is not so applied.

(4) Where by reason of an amendment under this section of an assessment made in pursuance of section 19(1) a financial institution has overpaid tax, the amount of the tax overpaid must not be refunded to the financial institution or applied against a liability of the financial institution to the State of South Australia unless—

(a) the amount of tax overpaid has not been recovered by the financial institution from an account holder; or
(b) if the amount of tax overpaid has been recovered from an account holder and the Commissioner is satisfied that that amount has been or will be refunded to that account holder by the financial institution.

(5) As soon as practicable after the amendment under this section of an assessment, the Commissioner must cause notice in writing of the amended assessment and of the amount of tax payable in accordance with the amended assessment to be served, by post or otherwise, on the person in respect of whom the amended assessment is made.

(6) An amended assessment is an assessment for all the purposes of this Act.

(7) In this section—

*tax* includes additional tax under section 20 or 34.

**Validity of assessments**

22. The validity of an assessment is not affected by reason that a provision of this Act has not been complied with.
PART 5
OBJECTIONS AND APPEALS

Definition of "tax"
23. In this Part—

"tax" includes additional tax under section 20 or 34.

Objections and appeals
24. (1) A person—

(a) who is liable to pay tax and who is dissatisfied with an assessment of the tax made by the Commissioner; or

(b) who is dissatisfied with a prescribed decision within the meaning of section 31(2),

may, within 60 days after the issue of the assessment or the making of the decision—

(c) object to the assessment or decision by lodging with the Treasurer a statement in writing of the grounds of the objection; or

(d) appeal to the Supreme Court.

(2) The Treasurer may, for proper cause, extend the time for making an objection under this section.

(3) After consideration of an objection, the Treasurer may confirm, vary or rescind the assessment or decision.

(4) On making a decision on an objection, the Treasurer must inform the objector in writing of the decision and the reasons for the decision.

(5) Where an assessment is increased by the Treasurer under this section, further tax becomes payable in accordance with the increase and, where an assessment is decreased, the Commissioner must refund any amount overpaid.

(6) An objector dissatisfied with the decision of the Treasurer on an objection may, within 60 days after receiving notice of the decision under subsection (4), appeal to the Supreme Court against the decision.

(7) On an appeal under this section, the Supreme Court may—

(a) confirm, vary or quash the assessment or decision as it thinks just; and

(b) make such incidental or ancillary orders as it thinks necessary or expedient.

(8) For the purposes of an appeal under this section, the Supreme Court may be constituted of a single judge.
Onus on objector

25. On an objection or appeal under this Part, the objector bears the onus of establishing on the balance of probabilities that the tax in question was incorrectly assessed.

Nature of Court’s decision

26. This Act applies to the Court’s assessment of tax or decision with respect to the refunding of tax in the same way as it applies to the assessment of tax, or calculation of the amount of tax to be refunded, by the Commissioner.

Payment of tax assessed and calculation of refund by Supreme Court

27. (1) If the tax assessed by the Supreme Court under this Part—

(a) is greater than the amount paid by the objector, the objector is liable to pay the difference; or

(b) is less than the amount paid by the objector, the Commissioner is to refund the difference to the objector, together with interest on the difference at the rate prescribed for the purposes of section 34(1) less 5%.

(2) If the refund calculated by the Supreme Court under this Part—

(a) is greater than the amount calculated by the Commissioner, the Commissioner is to refund the difference to the objector, together with interest on the difference at the rate prescribed for the purposes of section 34(1) less 5%; or

(b) is less than the amount calculated by the Commissioner, the objector is liable to pay the difference.

(3) Interest payable under subsection (1)(b) or (2)(a) is payable from the date on which the amount concerned was paid by the objector until the date it is refunded.

Liability not affected by objection, etc.

28. (1) Except to the extent otherwise permitted by the Commissioner, the lodging of an objection or an appeal to the Supreme Court does not affect any liability of an objector to pay tax in accordance with this Act.

(2) A permission under this section must be in writing.

Assessment not otherwise open to challenge

29. An assessment made by the Commissioner under this Act is not open to challenge in legal proceedings except by way of objection or appeal under this Part.

Commissioner may state case

30. (1) The Commissioner may, if the Commissioner thinks fit, state a case on any question of law arising with regard to the assessment or refund of tax and forward that case to the Supreme Court for its opinion.

(2) The Supreme Court is to give its opinion on any case forwarded to it and cause the Commissioner to be notified of that opinion.
Evidence

31. (1) In proceedings under this Part—

(a) the production of a document under the hand of the Commissioner purporting to be a copy of a notice of the making of a prescribed decision or a copy of a notice of assessment is conclusive evidence of the due making of the prescribed decision or of the assessment, as the case may be; and

(b) a document certified under the hand of the Commissioner to be a copy of, or extract from, a return, a notice of the making of a prescribed decision or a notice of assessment is prima facie evidence of the matter set out in the document to the same extent as the original return or notice would be if it were produced.

(2) In this section—

"prescribed decision" means a decision by the Commissioner—

(a) to refuse to issue a certificate of exemption; or

(b) to revoke a certificate of exemption; or

(c) specifying a day in a certificate of exemption as the day of commencement or expiry of the certificate; or

(d) in relation to an application made in accordance with section 16 for a refund of an amount of tax; or

(e) in relation to an application made in accordance with section 17 for a payment under that section.
Recovery of tax

32. (1) Tax is, on becoming due and payable under this Act, a debt due to the State of South Australia and payable to the Commissioner.

(2) Any tax that is unpaid may be sued for and recovered in a court of competent jurisdiction by the Commissioner.

(3) In this section—

"tax" includes additional tax under section 20 or 34.

Extension of time and payment by instalments

33. (1) The Commissioner may in any case grant such extension of time for payment of tax, or permit payment of tax to be made by such instalments and within such time, as the Commissioner considers the circumstances warrant, and in any such case the tax is due and payable accordingly.

(2) In this section—

"tax" includes additional tax under section 20.

Penalty for unpaid tax

34. (1) If any tax remains unpaid after the time when it became due and payable, or would (but for section 33) have become due and payable, additional tax is due and payable by way of penalty by the person liable, or the persons jointly and severally liable, to pay the tax at the prescribed rate on the amount unpaid, computed from that time or, where, under section 33, the Commissioner has granted an extension of time for payment of the tax or has permitted payment of the tax to be made by instalments, from such day as the Commissioner determines, not being a day prior to the day on which the tax was originally due and payable.

(2) Where additional tax is payable by a person under this section and—

(a) the Commissioner is satisfied that—

(i) the circumstances that contributed to the delay in payment of the tax were not due to, or caused directly or indirectly by, an act or omission of the person; and

(ii) the person has taken reasonable action to mitigate, or mitigate the effects of, those circumstances; or

(b) the Commissioner is satisfied that—

(i) the circumstances that contributed to the delay in payment of the tax were due to, or caused directly or indirectly by, an act or omission of the person; and
(ii) the person has taken reasonable action to mitigate, or mitigate the effects of, those circumstances; and

(iii) having regard to the nature of those circumstances, it would be fair and reasonable to remit the additional tax or part of the additional tax; or

(c) the Commissioner is satisfied that there are special circumstances by reason of which it would be fair and reasonable to remit the additional tax or part of the additional tax, the Commissioner may remit the additional tax or part of the additional tax.

(3) Where judgment is given by, or entered in, a court for the payment of—

(a) an amount of tax; or

(b) an amount that includes an amount of tax,

then—

(c) the tax does not, for the purposes of subsection (1), cease to be due and payable by reason only of the giving or entering of the judgment; and

(d) if the judgment debt carries interest, the additional tax that would, but for this paragraph, be payable under this section in relation to the tax is, by force of this paragraph, to be reduced by—

(i) in a case to which paragraph (a) applies—the amount of the interest; or

(ii) in a case to which paragraph (b) applies—an amount that bears the same proportion to the amount of the interest as the amount of the tax bears to the amount of the judgment debt.

(4) Notwithstanding anything contained in this section, the Commissioner may sue for recovery of any tax unpaid immediately after the expiry of the time when it becomes due and payable.

(5) In this section—

"tax" includes additional tax under section 20.

Evidence

35. (1) In any proceedings for the recovery of tax payable under this Act—

(a) the production of a document under the hand of the Commissioner purporting to be a copy of a notice of assessment is conclusive evidence of the due making of the assessment and that the amount and all the particulars of the assessment are correct; and
(b) the production of a document under the hand of the Commissioner purporting to be a copy of a document issued or given by the Commissioner under this Act is conclusive evidence that the last mentioned document was so issued or given; and

(c) a document under the hand of the Commissioner purporting to be a copy of, or extract from, a return or notice of assessment is prima facie evidence of the matter set out in the document to the same extent as the original return or notice would be if it were produced; and

(d) a certificate in writing signed by the Commissioner certifying that a sum specified in the certificate was, at the date of the certificate, due by a person to the State of South Australia in respect of amounts payable to the Commissioner under this Act is prima facie evidence of the matters stated in the certificate.

(2) In this section—

"tax" includes additional tax under section 20 or 34.
PART 7
OFFENCES

Offences—generally

36. (1) A person must not—

(a) fail or neglect to furnish any return or information or to comply with any requirement of the Commissioner or any officer employed in the administration or execution of this Act as and when required by this Act or the regulations, or by the Commissioner or officer; or

(b) without just cause, refuse or neglect to attend and give evidence when required by the Commissioner or any officer employed in the administration of this Act and duly authorised by the Commissioner, or to answer truly and fully any questions put to the person, or to produce any records required of the person by the Commissioner or any such officer; or

(c) make or deliver a return which is false in any particular or make any false answer whether orally or in writing.

Penalty: $10 000.

(2) A person who, after conviction for an offence against this section continues to fail to comply with the requirement in respect of which the person was convicted or the order was made, is guilty of an offence and punishable as provided in section 37.

(3) Where an offence against this section arises under subsection (1)(a) or (c) by reason of the neglect or failure of a person to do any thing within a particular period, the offence is, for the purposes of subsection (2), taken to continue for as long as the thing remains undone, notwithstanding that that period has elapsed.

Evading taxation

37. A person must not, by any wilful act, default or neglect, or by any fraud, art or contrivance whatever, evade or attempt to evade tax payable under this Act.

Penalty: $8 000 and treble the amount of tax evaded or attempted to be evaded.

Time for commencing prosecutions

38. (1) Subject to subsection (2), a prosecution in respect of an offence against this Act may be commenced at any time within three years after the commission of the offence.

(2) A prosecution in respect of any offence arising under section 36(1)(a) or (c) may be commenced at any time.

Penalty not to relieve from tax

39. Payment of a penalty under this Act does not relieve a person from liability to any tax to which the person would otherwise be liable.
Obstructing officers
40. A person must not obstruct or hinder an officer acting in the administration of this Act or the regulations.

Penalty: $4 000.

Disclosure of information, etc.
41. (1) Except as provided by subsections (2) and (4), a person must not disclose information, or publish a record, obtained by that or another person in connection with the administration or execution of this Act or the regulations, unless the disclosure or publication is made—

(a) with the consent of the person from whom the information or record was so obtained; or

(b) in connection with the administration or execution of this Act, the regulations, a South Australia revenue law or the Taxation (Reciprocal Powers) Act 1989; or

(c) for the purposes of any legal proceedings arising out of this Act, the regulations, a South Australia revenue law or the Taxation (Reciprocal Powers) Act 1989 or of any report of any such proceedings; or

(d) in accordance with a requirement imposed under the Ombudsman Act 1972.

Penalty: $10 000.

(2) The Commissioner may, if of the opinion that it is necessary to do so for the purpose of enforcing a law that creates an offence or provides for the imposition of a penalty, or for the purpose of protecting the public revenue, disclose information, or publish a record, referred to in subsection (1) to—

(a) the Solicitor-General; or

(b) the Attorney-General; or

(c) an officer of the Attorney-General’s Department; or

(d) the Director of Public Prosecutions; or

(e) a member of the staff of the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions; or

(f) a police officer of or above the rank of Inspector,

so as to enable that person to exercise a function conferred or imposed on the person by law.

(3) A person must not disclose information, or publish a record, communicated in accordance with subsection (2) unless the disclosure or publication is made—

(a) with the consent of the Commissioner; or
(b) so as to enable a person to exercise, for a purpose referred to in that subsection, a function conferred or imposed on the person by law.

Penalty: $10 000.

(4) Subsection (1) does not—

(a) prevent the disclosure of information, or the publication of a record, in accordance with a lawful requirement of the Commonwealth Statistician; or

(b) apply to information, or a record, obtained for the purposes of this Act under a corresponding law within the meaning of section 3(1) of the Taxation (Reciprocal Powers) Act 1989; or

(c) prevent information being disclosed or a record being made available to the Auditor-General for the purpose of exercising functions conferred or imposed on the Auditor-General by the Public Finance and Audit Act 1987 or any other law, or prevent the Auditor-General from disclosing that information or publishing that record if the disclosure or publication does not directly or indirectly divulge information identifying the affairs of a particular person; or

(d) prevent the disclosure or publication by the Commissioner of material derived from information or records referred to in subsection (1) if the disclosure or publication does not directly or indirectly divulge information identifying the affairs of a particular person; or

(e) prevent the disclosure or publication by any person of the material referred to in paragraph (d) after it has been disclosed or published by the Commissioner.

(5) In this section, a reference to a record includes a reference to a part of a record and to a copy of a record.

(6) In this section—

"South Australian revenue law" means any of the following:

(a) the Business Franchise (Petroleum Products) Act 1979;

(b) the Financial Institutions Duty Act 1983;

(c) the Land Tax Act 1936;

(d) the Pay-roll Tax Act 1971;

(e) the Stamp Duties Act 1923;

(f) the Tobacco Products (Licensing) Act 1986;

(g) any other prescribed Act, being an Act by which a tax, fee, duty or other impost is levied and collected by the State.
Institution of prosecutions

42. (1) A prosecution for an offence against this Act must not be instituted except with the authority of the Commissioner.

(2) Where a complaint in respect of an offence against this Act is laid in the name of the Commissioner, the prosecution will, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be taken to have been instituted with the authority of the Commissioner.

Proceedings for offences

43. The proceedings constituted by this Act are summary offences.
PART 8
MISCELLANEOUS

Return in relation to exempt accounts

44. (1) A financial institution must, within two months, or such further time as the Commissioner allows, after the end of each calendar year, furnish to the Commissioner a return relating to all exempt accounts kept with the financial institution during the year concerned.

(2) A return required to be furnished by a financial institution under subsection (1) must be—

(a) if the Commissioner agrees to the return being in the form of a disc, tape or other device from which information required by the Commissioner to be contained in the return is capable of being reproduced—in that form; or

(b) in any other case—in writing in accordance with a form approved by the Commissioner and containing such particulars as are required by that form.

Representative officers, etc., of financial institutions

45. (1) A bank that carries on banking business in South Australia may appoint an officer or officers of the bank to be a representative officer or representative officers of the bank for the purposes of this Act and, unless exempted by the Commissioner, must ensure that, at all times after the expiration of one month after the commencement of this Act, or after the day on which the bank commences to carry on banking business in South Australia, whichever is the later, there is at least one officer who holds an appointment as such a representative officer.

(2) A bank that contravenes subsection (1) is, in respect of each day on which it contravenes that subsection (including the day of a conviction of an offence against this subsection or any subsequent day), guilty of an offence.

Penalty: $100.

(3) A non-bank financial institution that carries on a business in South Australia that includes the keeping of accounts that may be drawn on by payment order—

(a) may appoint an officer or officers of the institution to be a representative officer or representative officers of the institution for the purposes of this Act; and

(b) unless exempted by the Commissioner, must ensure that, at all times after the end of one month after the commencement of this Act, or after the day on which the institution commences to carry on that business in South Australia, whichever is the later, there is at least one officer who holds an appointment as such a representative officer.

(4) A non-bank financial institution that contravenes subsection (3) is, in respect of each day on which it contravenes that subsection (including the day of a conviction of an offence against this subsection or any subsequent day), guilty of an offence.

Penalty: $100.
(5) Where a financial institution appoints, or terminates the appointment of, an officer of the financial institution as a representative officer of the financial institution for the purposes of this Act, the financial institution must, not later than seven days after the day of the appointment or termination, notify the Commissioner in writing—

(a) in the case of an appointment—of the name of the officer appointed and an address at which documents may be served on that officer; and

(b) in the case of a termination of appointment—of that fact,

and, if the financial institution refuses or fails so to notify the Commissioner within those seven days, the financial institution is, in respect of each subsequent day until it so notifies the Commissioner (including the day of a conviction of an offence against this subsection or any subsequent day), guilty of an offence.

Penalty: $100.

(6) A financial institution may at any time notify the Commissioner in writing of a new address at which documents may be served on a representative officer of the financial institution in substitution for the address previously notified under this section.

(7) A document purporting to be a return furnished by a financial institution under this Act is to be taken not to be such a return unless—

(a) the document is signed either by a representative officer of the financial institution or—

(i) in a case to which subparagraph (ii) does not apply—by a senior officer of the financial institution; or

(ii) if the document relates to a branch or branches of the financial institution—by a senior officer of the financial institution or a senior officer of the branch or one of the branches to which the document relates; and

(b) the document specifies an address at which documents relating to the document may be served on the financial institution.

(8) Without prejudice to any other method of service of a document on a financial institution, a document is to be taken for the purposes of this Act or the regulations to have been served on a financial institution if the document was—

(a) delivered, or sent by post, to a representative officer of the financial institution at the address, or the latest address, as the case may be, notified to the Commissioner in relation to that officer under this section; or

(b) in the case of a document relating to a return—delivered, or sent by post, to the financial institution at the address for service specified in the return.
Access to books, etc.

46. (1) For the purposes of this Act, an officer authorised by the Commissioner to exercise functions under this section—

(a) may, at all reasonable times, enter on any land or premises; and

(b) is entitled to full and free access at all reasonable times to all books, documents and other records; and

(c) may make copies of, or take extracts from, any books, documents and other records.

(2) An officer who enters on land or premises in pursuance of this section is not authorised to remain on the land or premises if, on request by the occupier of the land or premises, the officer does not produce a certificate in writing under the hand of the Commissioner certifying that the officer is an officer authorised to exercise functions under this section.

(3) The occupier of land or premises entered or proposed to be entered by an officer under subsection (1) must provide the officer with all reasonable facilities and assistance for the effective exercise of powers under this section.

Penalty: $4 000.

Commissioner to obtain information and evidence

47. (1) The Commissioner may, for the purposes of this Act, by notice in writing, require any person, whether or not a person liable to pay tax under this Act, including any officer employed in or in connection with any Department of the Government of the Commonwealth, of a State or of a Territory or by any public authority—

(a) to furnish the Commissioner with such information as the Commissioner may require; and

(b) to attend before the Commissioner or before any officer authorised by the Commissioner in that behalf and—

(i) answer questions put to the person concerning the business or other affairs of that person or of any other person; and

(ii) produce all books, documents and other records in the person’s custody or under the person’s control relating to that business or those affairs.

(2) The Commissioner may require the information or answers to be verified or given, as the case may be, on oath or affirmation and either orally or in writing, and for that purpose the Commissioner or an officer authorised by the Commissioner may administer an oath or an affirmation.

(3) The oath or affirmation to be taken or made by a person for the purposes of this section is an oath or affirmation that the information is or the answers will be true.
(4) A person required to attend under this section, other than the person liable to pay tax under this Act, is entitled to an allowance of the same amount as that which would be payable to the person if the person were a witness in proceedings before the District Court.

Service on partnerships and associations

48. Service, whether by post or otherwise, of a notice or document on a member of a partnership or on a member of the committee of management of an unincorporated association or other body of persons is taken, for the purposes of this Act, to constitute service of the notice or other document on each member of the partnership or each member of the association or other body of persons, as the case may be.

Commissioner may compromise a claim for tax

49. (1) Where by reason of the complexity or uncertainty of the facts or from any other cause it is difficult or impracticable to ascertain exactly the amount of tax or to ascertain the amount of tax without undue delay or expense, the Commissioner may assess as the tax payable such sum as the Commissioner thinks proper under the circumstances and may accept payment of the sum so assessed in full discharge of all claims for the tax.

(2) Such an assessment does not constitute a good discharge from tax if it is procured by fraud or by a wilful failure to disclose material facts.

Collection of tax from persons owing money to taxpayers

50. (1) The Commissioner may, by notice in writing (a copy of which is to be served on the taxpayer), require—

(a) any person by whom any money is due or accruing or may become due to a taxpayer; or

(b) any person who holds or may subsequently hold money for or on account of a taxpayer; or

(c) any person who holds or may subsequently hold money on account of some other person for payment to a taxpayer; or

(d) any person having authority from some other person to pay money to a taxpayer,

to pay the money (or so much of it as is sufficient to pay the tax due by the taxpayer) to the Commissioner on the money’s becoming or being held, or within such further time as the Commissioner allows.

(2) A person given a notice under this section must comply with it.

Penalty: $4 000.

(3) When a payment is made pursuant to such a notice—

(a) it is to be regarded as having been made under the authority of the taxpayer and of all other persons concerned, and the person making the payment is indemnified in respect of it; and
(b) the payment is in reduction of the amount of tax due by the taxpayer.

(4) If tax due by the taxpayer is paid before any payment is made by a person in accordance with this section, the Commissioner must promptly give notice to the person of the payment and that notice relieves the person of the requirement to make a payment pursuant to this section.

(5) In this section—

"tax" includes any judgment debt and costs in respect of any tax.

(6) This section binds the Crown in right of South Australia and, in so far as the legislative power of Parliament permits, the Crown in all of its other capacities.

Preservation of records

51. (1) A financial institution is required, for the purposes of this Act, to keep sufficient records (including such records as may be prescribed) to enable its liability for tax to be assessed by the Commissioner and to preserve those records for a period of not less than five years after the completion of the transactions to which they relate.

Penalty: $4 000.

(2) This section does not apply so as to require the preservation of records—

(a) in respect of which the Commissioner has notified the financial institution that preservation is not required; or

(b) of a company which has gone into liquidation and which has been finally dissolved.

Official signature

52. A certificate, notice or other document issued for the purposes of this Act or the regulations is taken to be duly authenticated if it bears the signature or the printed or stamped name (whether or not that name is in the form of a facsimile of the signature) of the Commissioner, unless it is proved that the document was issued without the authority of the Commissioner.

Regulations

53. (1) The Governor may make regulations, not inconsistent with this Act, for or with respect to any matter that by this Act is required or permitted to be prescribed or that is necessary or convenient to be prescribed for carrying out or giving effect to this Act.

(2) A regulation may create an offence punishable by a penalty not exceeding $500.

Payments from Consolidated Fund

54. If the Commissioner becomes liable to pay an amount under this Act, that amount must be paid from the Consolidated Account which is hereby to the necessary extent appropriated accordingly.
### SCHEDULE 1

*Amount of tax*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range of amounts of taxable debits or eligible debits</th>
<th>Amount of tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not less than $1 but less than $100</td>
<td>30 cents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not less than $100 but less than $500</td>
<td>70 cents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not less than $500 but less than $5,000</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not less than $5,000 but less than $10,000</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000 or more</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCHEDULE 2
Consequential repeal and amendments

Repeal

1. The Debits Tax Act 1990 is repealed.

Amendment

2. The Taxation (Reciprocal Powers) Act 1989 is amended by striking out from the definition of "South Australian Taxation Act" in section 3(1) the item:

   Debits Tax Act 1990

and substituting the item:

Definition

1. In this Schedule—

"the applied provisions" means the provisions of the Debts Tax Administration Act 1982 of the Commonwealth that, immediately before the commencement of this Act, applied as law of South Australia by reason of section 9 of the Debts Tax Act 1990.

Exemption certificates

2. (1) A certificate under section 11 of the applied provisions in force immediately before the commencement of section 13 of this Act is taken to have been issued under section 13 of this Act.

(2) An application under section 11 of the applied provisions (being an application by a financial institution which is a resident of South Australia) which had not been dealt with before the commencement of this Act is taken to be an application under section 13 of this Act.

Representative officers, etc., of financial institutions

3. An appointment of an officer as a representative officer of a financial institution in force under section 57 of the applied provisions immediately before the commencement of this Act is to be taken to have been made for the purposes of section 45 of this Act.

Acceptance of things done in compliance with the applied provisions

4. (1) The Commissioner may accept anything done in compliance with a provision of the applied provisions as having been done in compliance with a corresponding provision of this Act and may notify a person affected by the corresponding provision accordingly.

(2) If the Commissioner so notifies a person, the person is to be taken to have complied with the corresponding provision concerned.

Information included in returns in respect of taxable debits or eligible debits

5. Nothing in this Act prevents a financial institution or an account holder from including in a return required to be furnished under this Act to the Commissioner information relating to debits which are taxable debits or eligible debits in accordance with a law of another State or a Territory, being a law that corresponds to this Act.

Transitional provision—General

6. (1) The repeal of the Debts Tax Act 1990 does not relieve a financial institution of a liability to lodge a return or to pay tax in respect of a taxable debit made before the commencement of this Act, or any person of any duty or obligation that relates to a matter that occurred before the commencement of this Act.


(3) The Governor may, by regulation, make such other saving or transitional provisions as appear to the Governor to be necessary or expedient on account of the enactment of this Act.

In the name and on behalf of Her Majesty, I hereby assent to this Bill.

ROMA MITCHELL Governor